Solution brief

Veritas and Hitachi Vantara
Solution Bundles for comprehensive
storage management
Unify data management with an
integrated solution
Software‑defined, bundled solution from Veritas and Hitachi
Vantara built to protect and manage valuable company data,
regardless of where it resides—on‑premises, virtualized, or in
a private cloud.
Did you know?
• 86% of the Fortune 500 trust
Veritas solutions to protect and
manage their data.
• Gartner named Veritas a leader in
the Magic Quadrant for Data Center
Back Up and Recovery solutions
15 times in a row..
• Veritas delivers 360‑degree data
management; provides an open,
software‑defined approach to
data management; focuses on data
value instead of just data storage;
delivers performance at scale for
the virtualized enterprise; supports
one‑click backup to the cloud; and
ensures predictable resiliency and
availability across hybrid clouds.

Keep pace with sweeping IT changes by unifying data management
The discussion on digital transformation is no longer “if” it will happen, but “when.” Today, the vast
majority of organizations are actively participating is some kind of digital transformation project such as:
• Improving the online customer experience
• Enabling a mobile workforce
• Creating electronic supply chains
As such, IT has assumed the critical role of “business enabler,” and data has been elevated to the
position of “most valuable asset,” with equivalent status shared by employees, intellectual property
and capital assets.
To manage and protect data, organizations need a unified solution that works equally well across
private and public cloud environments, and as physical and virtual environments. Such an enterprise
data management solution must:
• Enhance data availability
• Deliver deeper insights
• Reduce acquisition costs
While many storage vendors deliver on one or two of these requirements, Veritas and Hitachi Vantara
deliver on all of them. As leaders in the data management and storage industries, Veritas and Hitachi
Vantara work together to provide a software‑defined, technology‑agnostic approach that helps protect
and manage data regardless of its location—whether on‑premises or in a cloud.
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Comprised of Veritas NetBackup™ and Hitachi Content Platform (HCP) technologies, these
solution bundles provide the features, functions and capabilities businesses need to thrive in today’s
data‑driven environment.

Veritas NetBackup—unifying
data protection

Hitachi Vantara HCP—enabling digital
transformation by bridging traditional
and emerging technologies

• Eliminate the complexity of point solutions and
infrastructure management

• Support mixed workloads at petabyte scale with
object storage

• Scale gracefully to mitigate spiraling storage costs
and expand into the cloud

• Bring structure to unstructured data for
deeper analysis with powerful metadata and
search capabilities

• Deliver as‑a‑service capabilities to streamline
operations and improve service level
agreements (SLAs)
• Build an extensible foundation for enterprise
data management
• Protect cloud, physical and virtual environments
with a single, unified solution
• Modernize infrastructure with a converged
backup platform
• Improve productivity through centralized,
policy‑based management
• Enable comprehensive data visualization through
integration with Veritas Information Map
• Ensure robust service continuity through
integration with Veritas Resiliency Platform
• Benefit from non‑disruptive copy data
management through integration with
Veritas Velocity™
• Speed solution deployment
• Reduce risk by minimizing planned and
unplanned downtime
• Improve staff efficiencies

• Secure data with built‑in encryption
• Safeguard data with combined RAID, erasure
coding, tape or optical data protection
• Tag data with metadata to manage and search
trillions of file objects
• Scale cloud storage from terabytes to hundreds
of petabytes
• Centralize data management to improve
operational efficacy
• Speed rebuilds of large data sets with costs that
compare to public cloud storage
• Control data mobility across clouds and
storage tiers
• Receive multi‑tenancy support
• Benefit from a powerful native REST‑based
interface, as well as S3 and OpenStack ®
Swift interfaces
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Providing the full spectrum of data management capabilities
NetBackup and HCP Bundles are part of the solution portfolio created by the Veritas Global
Alliance with Hitachi Vantara. These offerings are elements in the unified approach designed to
address the data management and security needs of large enterprises.
With these bundles, organizations will be empowered to transform and compete in the digital age by
following an open, software‑defined approach to data protection and management. Companies will
also gain peace of mind, knowing all data is managed by the experts at Veritas and Hitachi Vantara.
By unifying the proven capabilities of NetBackup and HCP, Veritas and Hitachi Vantara created a set
of integrated data management solutions that:
• Empowers companies to visualize, protect, access and mobilize data.
• Simplifies license metering and reduces compliance risk, based on per virtual machine (VM) for
virtual environments and per physical core for physical environments.
• Offers a flexible deployment model via combined subscription options for 12, 24 and 36 months
for disaster recovery and 12 months for migration per workload.
• For older or non-NetBackup environments, provides an easy upgrade & migration path to the
latest NetBackup functionality & scalability with HCP.
• Delivers superior value when bundles are purchased together versus individually.
• Enables transformation and competition in the digital age by freeing up IT administrators to
focus on the projects that will drive business forward.
• Offers a single package of industry‑leading data management and storage solutions
customized to meet business needs.

Let’s get started

Contact your Veritas or Hitachi Vantara representative today to learn how we can help transform
your storage environment by unifying data management and protection across cloud, physical and
virtual environments. Discover more about the advantages of deploying a comprehensive storage
management solution that boosts data availability, drives deeper insights, and reduces acquisition costs.

transformingyourdata.com
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